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Inspired by the party decree, Georgian Soviet critics also began to search for
ideological ﬂaws in the works of Georgian writers. The sharpness of the criticism
indirectly reached Galaktion, which led to the fact that some writers used Zhdanov’s
report and the decision of the party’s central committee as a tool of personal revenge.
In 1947, the newspaper Literature and Art published a letter by the famous poet
and playwright Sandro Shanshiashvili entitled “Talents and Admirers”, which, according to the author, was based on Andrei Zhdanov’s famous report. Speciﬁcally, Shanshiashvili’s letter was directed against Soviet critics Besarion Zhgenti and
Shalva Radian, who were accused of misinterpreting the work of Galaktion Tabidze
and Ioseb Grishashvili. Shanshiashvili argues with B. Zhgenti in the evaluation of
Galaktion’s pre-revolutionary poetry. He ﬁnds the critic’s view that “the second book
of Galaktion Tabidze’s poems is an incomparable treasure of Georgian poetry of the
pre-revolutionary period” unacceptable and points out that Galaktion’s decadence
should not be silenced.
Zhdanov’s report and the party resolution were also used by the current chairman
of the Writers’ Union, Simon Chikovani, to launch an indirect attack on Galaktion. In
1947 he delivered a special speech at the Plenum of the Board of the Union of Soviet
Writers of Georgia. Chikovani confronted Sergi Chilaia, who was also accused of
hiding Galaktion’s decadent “sins”. According to Simon Chikovani, the main source
of Galakton Tabidze’s early work is to be found not in the traditions of national literature, but in the poetry of European decadence. According to the critic, Galaktion
was “a real decadent before the revolution”. In his report, Simon Chikovani tried to
strongly discourage Sergi Chilaia from trying to rehabilitate Galaktion’s work before
the revolution.

xatia buskivaZe

diskursis markerebis gramatikul-pragmatikuli
funqciebis SepirispirebiTi analizi
inglisursa da qarTul akademiur diskursSi
statia miznad isaxavs ZiriTadi diskursis markerebis funqciurobis kvlevas akademiuri xarisxis miniWebis RonisZiebisadmi miZRvnil amerikul da qarTul gamosvlebSi. naSromis meTodologiur
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CarCos warmoadgens freizeris taqsonomia, romelic diskursis
markerebs ikvlevs maTi pragmatikuli da metalingvisturi funqciebis mixedviT. freizeris gramatikul-pragmatikuli Teoria
Seiswavlis garkveul konteqstSi aqtualizebul enas da dainteresebulia teqstis konteqsturi mniSvnelobiT. statia miznad isaxavs:
(1) daadginos, romeli diskursis markerebi gamoiyeneba tokSous
diskursSi; (2) ganmartos mosaubreebis sakomunikacio ganzraxva
maTi gamoyenebuli diskursis markerebis mixedviT; (3) uzrunvelyos inglisuri da qarTuli diskursis markerebis SepirispirebiTi
lingvopragmatikuli analizi. empiriuli monacemebis (SemTxveviT
SerCeuli amerikuli da qarTuli gamosvla) analizma gamoavlina, rom diskursis markerebs orive enaSi erTi da igive sintaqsuri
pozicia aqvT da ar arRveven freizeris formulebs S1.DM+S2 da
S1,DM+S2. maTi gamoyeneba winadadebaSi nebayoflobiTia da isini
zegavlenas ar axdenen winadadebis marTebulobaze, ar monawileoben winadadebis konceptualuri mniSvnelobis agebaSi. gramatikul-pragmatikuli analizis mixedviT diskursis markerebi but/
magram, and/da, so/ase warmoadgenen sxvadasxva saxis – kontrastul,
azris ganviTarebis, daskvnis gakeTebis pragmatikul kategoriebs
da gamoxataven sxvadasxva saxis pragmatikul funqcia/qvefunqcias:
But/magram – pirdapiri kontrasti, iribi kontrasti, molodinis
argamarTleba (pirdapiri), molodinis argamarTleba (iribi), Sesworeba/redaqtireba, kvalifikatori, Temis gamxsneli, Temis Semcvleli;
And/da – fokusirebis markeri, detaluri informaciis, codnis
gaRrmaveba Temis irgvliv, dumilis/pauzis Semavsebeli markeri,
segmentebis dakavSireba azris ganviTarebis mizniT.
So/ase rom – Sedegis, ZiriTadi azris markeri; Sejamebis, parafrazis markeri, msazRvreli markeri, kiTxvis an Txovnis gamomxatveli markeri.
sakvanZo sityvebi: diskursis markerebi, konteqsti, pragmatikuli funqciebi, akademiuri xarisxis miniWebis RonisZiebisadmi
miZRvnili gamosvlebi.
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THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DISCOURSE
MARKERS GRAMMATICAL-PRAGMATIC FUNCTIONS
IN ENGLISH AND GEORGIAN COMMENCEMENT
SPEECHES (THE CASE OF BUT, AND, SO)
This paper investigates the use of discourse markers in two commencement
speeches given by American and Georgian speakers from the perspective of Pragmatics. The study is speciﬁcally based on Fraser’s taxonomy of discourse markers
according to their pragmatic and metalinguistic functions. This theoretical framework is concerned with language in use, giving more importance to the context than
to the text of utterances. The article discusses: (1) DMs (discourse markers) used
in this speciﬁc discourse; (2) provides a thorough analysis of the addresser’s communicative intentions based on their choice of DMs (discourse markers); (3) identiﬁes main functional (and linguistic) characteristics of English DMs in comparison
to their selected Georgian compatible equivalents. The empirical study (the case of
two randomly chosen speeches of American and Georgian speakers) revealed the
similarity of the syntactic and linguistic characteristics of the DMs in both languages.
They could be presented by Fraser’s contrastive discourse markers syntactic patterns
S1, DM+S2, S1.DM+S2. DMs have only the procedural meaning and they do not
invest in the semantic meanings of the utterances that host them. The grammar-pragmatic analysis of chosen discourse markers revealed the variety of relations between
the segments of the discourse. DMs but/ [magram], and/ [da], so/ [ase rom] present
diﬀerent pragmatic categories – contrastive, elaborative and inferential types of DMs
and they imply diﬀerent variety of pragmatic functions/sub-functions:
But/ [magram] – direct contrast, indirect contrast, violation of expectation, indirect violation of expectation, correction, qualiﬁcation, opener, topic/focus changer.
And/ [da] – focus marker, adding more details to the provided information, elaborative marker between discourse segments, gap/pause ﬁller.
So/ [ase rom] – result and consequence marker, main idea marker, summarizing/
rewording/ giving an example, boundary marker, question or request marker.
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